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Boss Bitch

[Read E-pub] ? Boss Bitch ? Weplayit.co
To be honest, I wasn t sure what to expect when I picked up this book I figured it was just
another typical self help book of getting your life together with simple ideologies I ve known
and studied since the age of 18 However, I was shocked This book is definitely what I
needed since I hit the age of 24 and trying to figure out my life as a budding creative
entrepreneur in a dog eat dog world Her approach is engaging and funny, yet profound and
simple enough to apply to your everyday life You don t necessarily need 100 employees
under your belt to be considered a boss bitch , it s merely an attitude of perseverance,
smarts, and the openness to try new things.Would I recommend this book Yes.Why It s
needed for the entrepreneurs out there who are questioning their very existence as a
business woman. Boss Bitch will change your life [Read E-pub] ? Boss Bitch ? New York
Times Bestselling Author Nicole Lapin Is Back With A Sassy And Actionable Guide
Empowering Women To Be The Boss Of Their Lives And Their Careers You Don T Need
Dozens Or Hundreds Of Employees To Be A Boss, Says Financial Expert And Serial
Entrepreneur Nicole Lapin Hell, You Don T Even Need One You Just Need To Find Your
Inner Boss Bitch Your Most Confident, Savvy, Ambitious Self And Own It A Boss Bitch Is
The She Ro Of Her Own Story She Is Someone Who Takes Charge Of Her Future And
Embraces Being A Boss In All Aspects Of The Word Whether As The Boss Of Her Own
Life, Family And Career, The Literal Boss At Work, Or, As The Boss Of Her Own Company
Whichever She Chooses Or All Three , A Boss Bitch Is Someone Who Gets Out There And
Makes Her Success Happen And So Can You Lapin Draws On Raw And Often Hilariously

Real Stories From Her Own Career The Good, The Bad, And The Ugly To Show What It
Means To Be A Boss In Twelve Easy Steps In Her Refreshingly Accessible And Relatable
Style, She First Shows How To Embrace The Boss Of You Mentality By Seizing The Power
That Comes From Believing In Yourself And Expanding Your Skillset Then She Offers
Candid No Nonsense Advice For How To Kill It At As The Boss At Work Whether You Have
A High Up Role Or Not And Finally, For Those Who Want To Take The Plunge As An
Entrepreneur, She Lays Out The Nuts And Bolts Of How To Be The Boss Of Your Own
Business From Raising Money And Getting It Off The Ground To Hiring A Kickass Staff And
Dealing Office Drama To Turning A Profit Being A Badass In Your Career Is Something
That Should Be Worn As A Badge Of Honor, Says Lapin Here, She Inspires Us To Rise To
The Occasion And Celebrate Our Successes And Then Keep Killing It Like The Boss
Bitches We Are Not Just for WomenIn the opening pages of the audiobook, BOSS BITCH,
Nicole Lapin says that she is going to be addressing women but knows some men may
listen to the book I did I found the writing and storytelling well done As you may be able to
tell from the title, Lapin s brand includes cursing not tons of it but the F word and others
crops into this book If you don t want to hear such things avoid I found Lapin s storytelling
style and information entertaining and worth hearing.Her forth right style is refreshing For
example late in the book, Lapin tells about launching a Cash smartwatch on the Home
Shopping Network and investing lots of staff time and money in the project only to have it
fail mostly because she failed to test the product before selling it Skipping this basic step
led to a failure of the product She learns from these failures and her positive experiences
BOSS BITCH is a valuable listening experience and I recommend it. A healthy inspiration
for both women looking to open their business or just to upgrade and adjust their career
plans, Boss Bitch offers mind opening and straight forward professional advice When you
are embarking on a new career, you need honesty and reliable support.Of course it is
amazing to have your own business and be your own boss, but failures and bankrupcy can
be as real as your dream of becoming a billionaire There s no one size fits all path for your
career , says Nicole Lapin and she is perfectly right Taking the right decision is what you
need, based on your skills and professional background, but do it fast because as they say,
the road of life is paved with flattened squirrels who couldn t make a decision.Being a boss
bitch means than giving orders and having a top career enjoying the pleasure of an office
and many frightened employees, it means an attitude and a way of life, while you run your
life like a business A boss mentality is all about how you feel and carry yourself , and this
idea is one of the best I got in the last months It means being in charge of yourself in a
majestic way, having the right screening capacity to make choices and decide, while
eliminating the background noise of naysayers and unproductive thoughts No, you shouldn
t change yourself or your personality drastically for any job or relationships But you should
accentuate those parts of yourself that align with the company s brand and culture I am
usually a very speed reader, but I wanted to take my time for carefully going through all the

advice in the book, as I am right now in a very important career turning point Put the
swearing beside but it is in fact a good example of being yourself and showing your way
without complexes, regardless what people say you will find a lot of extraordinary advice
about tailoring the best outfit for your career and life It starts with the very beginning of
creating the plans and identifying what you are good at, and continues with shaping the
right career path of being than a manager, but a leader with a strong voice at the business
table, inspiring other people and writing your own business story It is or less a question of
defining success and happiness and moving forward accordingly, while staying with the feet
deep into the ground.I will definitely read this book than once, as it really helps channeling
the real you and creating both complex life and career opportunities It is the kind of useful
book that you wish you had in your hands before starting your business.Disclaimer Book
offered by the publisher in exchange for an honest review Just buy it, you won t regret it and
get a copy for all of your friends too, they will thank you From the very first sentence To my
former self, who would be proud of me now, to the last And the princess lived happily ever
after in her own big castle and with all her own money and she took care of herself the end,
this book turned out to be something I would love to give my daughter one day Or maybe
my sister, since she s graduating much sooner than my daughter will from school.To be fair,
the Actual last sentence is if you do give up, fuck you which I think is equally inspiring.I
appreciate this book for what it is, and it has some good takeaways like how to ask for a
raise and set boundaries But the voice of the writing seemed a bit forced I m all for
reclaiming the title of bitch form something bad to something powerful, but the abundant
sprinkling of the word example so what s your story, bitch seemed like the author was trying
a bit too hard to be Britney and we didn t get a chance to see her true voice come out I
have all of the respect for Nicole, and would love to pick up her next book But I was hoping
this would be something I could give as a gift to any woman not just someone I have a 18
year relationship with that knows I don t think it s appropriate to drop bitch into everyday
conversation I look forward to see if Ms Lapin has books in store Maybe her next one we ll
get to see her true voice. 3 stars based on much I personally found this book useful Lapin
breaks up her second self help book into three sections discovering your inner boss, being
a boss and being the boss of your own business The first section was very helpful for me as
I am in between jobs and in that quarter life crisis phase Lapin had a couple different
exercises to think about what it is your good at, passionate about and jobs to match those
skills and I love me some reflection exercises I skimmed being a boss as someone who
works in public service and strives to move up throughout my career, there were helpful tips
but also some that were a bit too beginner i.e how to send professional emails although I
know too many adults who probably do need to read this The final section was very focused
on discovering your start up idea and how to move forward with it, which would be great for
a new entrepreneur yet again was really basic, so would not be the only resources needed
to start a new venture Recommend this book to anyone looking for inspiration in any or a

combo of these stages in their career, but is of a good skimmer than an in depth resource
on any one topic. I am really struggling with this review because I wanted to love it given
my own current focus on starting my small business And it definitely offers a lot of advice on
how to be a boss of your own company or within someone else s company That advice and
honest discussion was really what struck me as most useful about this one I did, however,
struggle a bit with the tone and voice of the book It felt very cheesy in places and it took
away a bit from her overall credibility I wish she d found a better balance between her
wanting to be hip and her wanting to be a mentor I just didn t resonate with the tone of the
book I did really find quite a bit of guidance, especially relevant as I m in the process of
starting a business I did like the suggestions and the stories but I wish there was less of the
cheesy stuff It would have made of an impression on me if that was the case However, it
could also be a generational thing perhaps the ideal audience is someone in their 20s or
30s I m in my early 40s and just didn t find this one to be the best fit for where I am in my
life But, overall, the content is there if you can get past the voice NOTE Thank you to the
publisher for proving me with an Advanced Reader Copy for an honest review. This is a
book of empowerment for women, it is a guide on how to own your work and yourself It is
divided into three sections where it explains how to be a leader in each area, in your
personal life, at work and in your own company.I do not usually read business books or self
help books, but I LOVE THIS ONE.The way it is written is wonderful and makes it not
boring, I loved the examples, especially Doris s, love the way she handle her work.This
book is full of useful advice on important things, and even helped me to come up with some
ideas.When reading it it feels like the author put her personality in the book, and that made
it something unique This book is just what I needed right now I received this book from
Blogging for Books for this review.
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